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The structure of the Gentile soul is shown as the Ouroboros serpent also called the Soma 

Sophia which is the wheel of the map of the heavens which is the macrocosm of the individual. 

Its the five elements the seven major planets and the 12 signs of the zodiac. These forces 

incarnate in the Gentile being.  
 

The ancient Greeks stated the elements where letters. In the ancient language of Sanskrit the 

original Gentile language SaTaNaMa is the letters that form the name of the five elements. The 

five elements are the symbol of God in the ancient Pagan world. SaTaNaMa is the name of 

God. 
 

The male and female aspects are also divided within this. Fire and air being male S,N and water 

and earth being female M, T. All being different levels of manifest of spirit the A. This is the four 

corners the front to back and the side to side of the body which relates to the directions. The 

male and female sides connect in the center axis of the Sushumna as well in which contains the 

chakras and all the nadis connect here. The Mula Banda was considered a major secret in 

Kundalini Yoga because it moves the flow of energy into the Sushumna channel up the chakra's 

and thought all the nadis and into the crown and thought the different bodies transforming them 

and working to awaken the serpent with how it activates the Mula chakra. 
 

From the five elements the entire alphabet which is the Word manifests and is divided into five 

parts according to the elements in how it relates to the Zodiac aspects and planets. This 

incarnates into the three nadis which cross at each chakra point which relates to an element a 

planet and related Zodiac sign and the letters which connect to that. This materializes outwards 

manifesting across the five bodies to form the whole being.  
 

 

The physical body, astral body, emotional body, mental body and spiritual body all interconnect 

with this and relate to aspects of it.  
 

The entire form of creation is contained in SaTaNaMa. 
 

In the east Satanama relates to the name Soma the Moon but Soma also means "Body" all the 

bodies coming together as they are formed on this energy principal. Soma Sophia in the west 

the name of this system means Wisdom Body this term is also in the east as the entire being is 

formed from the body of the serpentine energy the three major nadis, chakra's the elements and 

such. SaTaNaMa is the sound form or name of God which forms the entire Wisdom Body. The 

point of the practices are to activate and transform the wisdom body into the perfected body of 

Wisdom. This is the point of Spiritual Satanism. 
 

Wisdom is always shown as the serpent. 

 

The enemy has tried to remove the name of God Satanama and replace which their disgusting 

thoughform YHVH and corrupted alphabet which is a curse on the Gentile being. Which shows 
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the Jewish race is an alien soul as the Gentiles sound form which is the template of the Gentile 

soul is toxic to the enemy and theirs is toxic to Gentiles.  
 

The constant focus on the Royal blood in the ancient texts is based on the fact the blood 

connects the physical and soul of the being together its the vessel of spiritual energy and the 

template of the body and soul. The Royal blood relates to the energy of the chakra's and how 

this works to activate and change the quality of the blood as well which changes the DNA and 

template of the physical body. The spiritual is connected to the physical and the physical is the 

structure of the spiritual. To act on the soul with the practices also transform the other bodies to 

higher forms. Its the quality of light within and this light is also consciousness. To generate the 

perfected Wisdom Body. In ancient Egypt SaTaNaMa was the name of the serpent of 

immortality and the highest name of God same as in ancient India. 
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